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Abstract
What to do when you find a non-manuscript “boxed in” with the personal papers of a donor? In the hierarchy of hybrid archival collections—often a mix of manuscripts and fine arts holdings, the manuscript is, too often, prioritized. A “witness to the past, it provides evidence, explanation, and justification both for past actions and current decisions.” While commensurate in significance, the “companion” fine art collection is often underutilized, undervalued, and under-protected. Art curators within archival institutions must be standard bearers—willing to take a hybrid approach to navigate implicit and systemic biases in their effort to affect the proportionate treatment of fine arts holdings.

Penned or executed in various mediums, art speaks the unspoken; records history and movements; authenticates and corroborates; promotes dissidence and determination; informs and instructs, etc. Unboxing or “unpacking” the discourse around how institutions develop best practices that encapsulate their collections’ full breadth and scope requires a “hybrid” or cross-disciplinary approach on every level, including processing acquisitions, cataloging, and arranging collections, stewardship, and collections management.

In Who Penned This? Unboxing Hybrids the panelists, an art curator and archivist, will discuss the complexities of working collaboratively to manage hybrid archival collections—manuscripts, fine art, photography, and other ephemera.
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